Robin's are here and the crocuses are blooming. Soon windows will be flung wide to greet summer sunshine, and colorful furniture will come out on porches. We're ready with everything to make warm days pleasant.

From sky and speedway summer's furniture borrows Smart Streamlining

"Modern as 1914 automobiles..." it's the perfect expression to describe furniture that will grace verandas, gardens, terraces and sun rooms this year. Smooth streamlined, entirely different and lovely color effects, designs such as you have never seen before... yet all of them ideally adapted to the present day designs for living!

White is prominent... in everything from metal tables topped with glass, and chairs of every kind and description, to big semi-circular benches for the garden.

Glimmer introduce tubular chrome and barberry upholsteries in such smart combinations as white with jacinth, or chocolate with apple green. The tone in the sketch above is so comfortable as the most luxurious davenport; $139.72. Other gliders $10.61 and up.

Lavender is the keynote of colors that will lounge on terraces. Deep reclining backs and soft cartridge cushions, supported by the most modern of chrome frames, are invitations to ease.

Special display opens tomorrow

Beginning tomorrow, the Furniture Galleries will feature a special display of all that's new in patio, garden and sunroom furniture. Many designs are limited in quantity and will not be available for re-order later in the season. We urge you to see the selection now, while the choicest designs are here in a complete and interesting variety.

"Something different" in summer chairs, easily adjustable to the position you're most comfortable.

Metal coffee table is green, orange or black, where legs fold up flat for easy storing.

From the New Garden Section

Train roses over their pergolas

$3.95

A beautiful decoration for your garden! ¼ size fresh, 4 foot wide, sturdy and substantial, and priced white.

You'll need such aids as:

- Milwaukee ½ size, 5 points for $3.95
- Lovas or Rose Mud, 5 points each
- Half-grown seed, 5 points for 10c.

Rose Bushes ready to plant

$0.50

A large variety of superbly selected bushes. All with thin rose wood will be packed in, ready to plant. Each bush hardy and well established... which means beautiful blooms in your garden this summer.

Evergreens

For sale, ready to plant, the most in original soil and backed up. $1 up.

An expert will be in the greenhouse to advise you on planting, care of shrubs and other garden problems.

Slip Covers are Magicians

...turning heavy furniture into cool pieces for summer interiors.

We're famous for the perfection with which we tailor slip covers. Each one is made to the exact measure of your furniture, and fit with the precision of permanent upholstery. All materials are pre-shrunk. Selection of fabrics now is unusually varied and choice. We mention just a few designs from the wide collection.

- Honeycomb woven, wool and rayon, $10.00
- @12.50
- @13.75
- @15.00

Many other styles and fabrics at other prices.

Fenway Hall Hotel

$7.50

Two delightful suites for immediate rental.

Full of light and air, every piece of comfortable furniture, every convenience and all modern conveniences at your service. A most charming experience in the comfortable apartments, at the average budget.

The Halle Bros. Co.

Open Your Doors to Summer

Colorful China and Plain Chintz collaborate in summer lamps

$5

Blue or chintz... in each, lavender, rose, blue, mauve, or white. These solid shades can turn a corded or round fixture into a lamp. Chintz for summer!

First introduction of Summer Rugs

Hosmer Floor Model. 250.00

Specials on the third floor, all kinds. Choose from hundreds of styles, looks and colors. Rug man's advice, too, if you want it.